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Abstract:  The planned work targets to realize load balancing 

by letting every node to allocate the scalar data and multimedia 

data among parent nodes, in order to increase packet transfer rate 

and to decrease the end-to-end delay by estimating the remaining 

battery status and buffer usage of bottleneck parent nodes. 

Depending on current buffer usage and the data extents to be 

delivered by parent node, the required memory banks can be 

activated. Our proposal will greatly alleviate the packet loss 

problem, thereby achieving significant reduction in end-to-end 

delay for packet transfer. 

 
Index Terms: Routing Protocol for Low-Power and Lossy 

Networks, Objective Function, Queue Operation, Load Balancing 

Index 

I. INTRODUCTION 

T WirelessT SensorT NetworksT areT aT basicT portionT ofT 

sensibleT environmentsT likeT sensibleT homes,T buildings,T andT 

citiesT [1].T SensibleT environmentsT trustT uponT theT detectedT 

dataT fromT theT importantT world.T WSNsT containT 

specializedT partsT thatT ensureT sensing,T procedure,T andT 

communicativeT capabilitiesT forT watchingT distributedT 

locationsT [5].T RoutingT ProtocolT forT Low-PowerT andT 

LossyT NetworksT (RPL)T [1]T isT extensivelyT consideredT toT 

aidT routingT amongT sensorT nodes.T UsuallyT aT backboneT 

set-upT ofT intermediateT nodesT isT deployed,T andT isT probableT 

toT beT fixedT inT nature.T RPLT practicesT aT hierarchicalT 

routingT methodT forT theT staticT backboneT network.T KeyT 

characteristicT ofT movementT isT anT extremelyT dynamicT 

topographyT andT faceT recurrentT interruptionsT withT 

neighboringT nodes.T FrequentT disconnectionsT takeT placeT 

dueT toT dynamicT topography,T packetsT directedT toT aT 

movableT nodeT canT beT directedT toT edgesT (parents)T evenT 

afterwardT theT movableT nodeT isT currentlyT outT ofT rangeT ofT 

theseT parentsT [2].LoadT ImbalanceT ofT RPLT networkT leadT 

toT problemsT suchT asT bottleT neck,T energyT hole,T earlyT nodeT 

deathT andT poorT net-workT performance.T SuchT 

complicationsT canT disturbT theT RPLT networkT badlyT ifT theT 

affectedT nodesT areT singleT hopT toT theT sinkT orT root.T 

Therefore,T capableT loadT balancingT proceduresT areT neededT 

toT beT devisedT toT preventT theseT issuesT [5].T AT percentageT 

ofT theT networkT mayT beT dividedT dueT toT loadT imbalance,T 
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asT theT energyT ofT theT burdenedT chosenT parentT nodeT willT 

drainT muchT quickerT thanT otherT applicantT parents.T TheT 

batteryT weakeningT ofT thatT burdenedT parentT nodeT mayT 

disturbT theT networkT consistencyT negatively.T ThisT difficultT 

drawbackT isT quietT anT openT problemT [2].T EarlyT nodeT 

death,T energyT depletion,T bufferT occupancyT areT resultsT ofT 

loadT imbalance.T Hence,T loadT balancingT proceduresT needT 

toT speakT theseT problemsT soT thatT RPLT networkT hasT 

improvedT nodeT andT networkT lifeT timeT [6]. 

The succeeding section of the article discusses related work 

briefly, Section 3 presents algorithms for the proposed system 

and Section 4 concludes the paper with future work. 

II. RELATED WORK 

Hyung-Sin Kim et al. examine the load assessment and 

congestion problem of RPL. Congestion is the main cause for 

packet harms in dense traffic, and a severe load balancing 

problem occurs in RPL in footings of routing parent selection.  

Proposes an effective queue operation based RPL (QO-RPL) 

that considerably enhances packet transfer performance as 

compared to the normal RPL [1]. Mamoun Qasem et al. 

propose a comprehensive Objective Function (OF) which 

equilibriums the volume of children of the parental nodes to 

dodge the congestion difficulty and safeguard node lifespan 

maximization [2]. Jad Nassar et al.  A metric based on 

Multiobjective criterion which uses the end-to-end delay and 

the residual battery in the mobile nodes together through the 

excellence of the link quality is proposed. Spontaneously 

adjusts to adopt different traffic flow categories, providing a 

QoS variation grounded on the dissimilar smart network 

submissions necessities [3]. Licai Zhu et al.  Adaptive 

procedure for multipath traffic loading grounded on RPL is 

proposed. Its basic notion is to allocate traffic through 

multipath adaptively agreeing to network’s actual situation. It 

can escape the arrival of traffic jam by balancing the nodes’ 

energy, which ensures the network energy to be stable and 

dropping the end-to-end delay [4].  A. Sebastian et al. 

present a novel routing metric load balancing index for RPL, 

which exploits load assessment features of RPL nodes to 

choose further load well-adjusted parents and paths [5].  A. 

Sebastian et al. network performance and path optimization 

are affected by load balancing problem. In this article, 

investigation of present load balancing systems for RPL is 

achieved. Author also lists out various challenges in RPL with 

reference to load difference and load balancing metrics [6]. 

Belghachi Mohamed and 

Feham Mohamed [7] 

present a metric which uses 

the remaining power and the 
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communication interval as direction-finding in the subsequent 

step choice procedure for the RPL protocol. An objective 

function built on (ACO) for this metric is projected, and then 

associate the outcomes of tests recognized with the RPL built 

on ETX. Weisheng Tang et al. [8] propose a congestion 

prevention multipath direction-finding procedure which 

practices many routing metrics established on RPL, named 

CA-RPL. A direction-finding metric is proposed for RPL that 

reduced the average delay neighboring the DAG root, and the 

weight of all paths is calculated through four metrics. 

JeongGil Ko and Andreas Terzis [9] present the ideals 

projected by operating teams, and outline however the 

investigation community sharply contributes during this 

course by effective their strategy and providing open basis 

implementations. Harith Kharrufa, Hayder Al-Kashoash 

[10] designed an additional self-motivated 

Objective-Function to advance the packet transfer rate and 

energy intake while maintaining low packet overhead. 

Tripathi [11] presented a greedy process to solve load 

balancing problem. Load unevenness issue is considered for 

every stage of the routing to identify nodes that are 

susceptible to bottleneck. This arrangement targets to stability 

the routing tree and decreases the load inequity factor. The 

procedure chooses a parent for a node from three designated 

parents by itself. The root node executes the procedure and 

tries to choose parents which reduces load imbalance factor. 

This is completed periodically, keeping the tree as 

well-adjusted as promising throughout the network lifetime. 

Kulkarni [12] suggested a technique for load balancing, 

DODAG root identifies the count of nodes in each subtree. 

Each node which wants to connect the DODAG gets alert of 

the DODAG's node count and joins a DODAG with the 

lowermost number of nodes. 

III. PROPOSED WORK 

 

 
Figure 1: Memory Bank Architecture of node 

 

There is always a difference in the traffic movement in 

wireless sensor network applications, at specific time the 

traffic flow is more whereas at some stage the traffic 

movement is less. In the RPL routing protocol strategy 

process, type of traffic passing through parent nodes was not 

considered in the parent choice process. An optimized 

approach to manage energy depletion is to distribute the 

memory into a number of chunks and then power only the 

share of the memory essential for data storage. This section 

presents a Multipath Traffic distribution method based on 

RPL. We will deploy heterogeneous sensors (scalar sensors, 

audio and video) that communicate directly in a certain 

schedule with a set of parent nodes and send data to it. We 

realize the entire network’s energy balance by distributing 

scalar data and multimedia data in order to increase packet 

transfer rate to reduce the end-to-end delay by estimating the 

battery status and buffer usage of bottleneck parent nodes in 

the network. Depending on current buffer usage and the data 

extents to be delivered by parent node, the memory banks are 

supplied power which leads to reduced congestion.  

 

Algorithm Battery Status Computation of Parent Node  

Battery status is divided into 3 categories: 

For each selected parent node  

If (Battery Status < 10%) 

Then Set B_weight = 0.1 

End if 

If (10% <=Battery Status <75%) 

Then Set B_weight = 0.3 

End if 

If (Battery Status >=75%) 

Then Set B_weight = 0.6 

End if 

End for 

 

Algorithm Self-Buffer Management of Parent Nodes 

 

Analyze traffic type 

If parent node is idle  

Then 

Serve the packets 

Else  

For each selected parent node 

Case 1: if (traffic type is normal and B_weight = 0.3) 

If (Buffer usage >=90%) 

Set Memory_Bank_Size = 32K 

Then compute the amount of memory needed by the parent 

node based on the normal traffic flow. Activate required no. 

of memory banks 

End if 

Case 2: if (traffic type is multimedia and B_weight = 0.6) 

If (Buffer usage >=90%) 

Set Memory_Bank_Size = 128 KB 

Then compute the amount of memory needed by the parent 

node based on the multimedia traffic flow. Activate required 

no. of memory banks 

End if 

End if 

Compute Total Energy 

Consumption = Earrival + k* 

Ebuffer +Etransmit 
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Where Earrival:  Packet arrival energy 

k: Active memory banks  

Ebuffer: Energy for queuing or Storing in buffer 

Etransmitt: Packet transmit energy 

 

 

IV. RESULTS 

The proposed self-buffer management scheme for RPL is 

tested under Contiki OS-COOJA simulator. The simulation 

parameters are shown in table 1 

 

Table 1: Simulation Parameters 

 
Parameter Value 

Channel type Wireless channel 

Number of nodes 25, 50, 75, 100, 125, 150 

Area (deployment) 1000*1000M 

Initial energy 50 joules. 

MAC type 802.11 

Antenna model Omni Direction Antenna 

Propagation model Random waypoint 

Transmission power 10.35E-3 Watts 

Receiving power 5.25E-3 Watts 

Queue type Priority queue 

Simulation time 1200 S 

Routing Protocol RPL 

Idle power 700E-5 Watts 

Sleep power 2.5E-9 Watts 

 

Table 2: Packet Delivery Ratio 

 
Network Size PDR% (Memory 

Bank Disable) 

PDR% (Memory 

Bank Enable) 

25 94.41 100 

50 91.67 100 

75 86.22 100 

100 82.15 100 

125 76.79 98.21 

150 72.83 98.01 

 

 
 

Figure 2: Packet Delivery Ratio 

 

Packet Delivery Ratio detected in the simulation is shown in 

figure 2. The results are compared for standard RPL and 

proposed with memory bank. The PDR is 98.01 to 100.00% 

when memory bank is enabled which is good. On the other 

hand, PDR for standard RPL has low value (72.83% to 

94.41%). 

 

Table 3: Throughput 

 
Network Size Throughput (Kbps) 

(Memory Bank 

Disable) 

Throughput (Kbps) 

(Memory Bank 

Enable) 

25 5.9070 6.2565 

50 4.0915 4.4635 

75 3.0250 3.5085 

100 2.5240 3.0725 

125 2.1460 2.7945 

150 1.8320 2.5155 

 

 
 

Figure 3: Throughput (Kbps)  

 

Throughput measured in the simulation is shown in figure 3. 

The results are compared for standard RPL and proposed with 

memory bank. Throughput always remain high when memory 

bank is enabled which is good.  

 

Table 4: Average End-to-End Delay 

 
Network Size Average End-to-End 

Delay (ms) 

 (Memory Bank 

Disable) 

Average End-to-End 

Delay (ms) 

 (Memory Bank 

Enable) 

25 0.02851 0.001592 

50 0.01954 0.001635 

75 0.03440 0.001492 

100 0.04386 0.001557 

125 0.067847 0.001605 

150 0.07581 0.001624 
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Figure 4: Average End-to-End Delay (ms) 

 

Average End-to-End delay measured in the simulation is 

shown in figure 4. The results are compared for standard RPL 

and proposed with memory bank. Average End-to-End delays 

always remains low when memory bank is enabled which is 

good.  

 

Table 5: Consumed Energy 

 
Network Size Consumed Energy (j) 

 (Memory Bank 

Disable) 

Consumed Energy (j) 

 (Memory Bank 

Enable) 

25 207.773 209.228 

50 416.608 418.395 

75 624.567 627.320 

100 833.148 835.891 

125 1040.35 1044.06 

150 1248.49 1252.01 

 

 
 

Figure 5: Consumed Energy 

 

Energy consumption in the simulation is shown in figure 5. 

The results are compared for standard RPL and proposed with 

memory bank. It is observed that the energy consumption of 

Self-buffer management scheme at parent nodes is somewhat 

higher compared to standard RPL.    

V. CONCLUSION 

Network’s transmission rate performance depends upon type 

of information broadcasted. Even identified complete 

information, choosing an enhanced load balancing procedure 

is still a challenging task. Packets being ready for 

transmission by a node are distributed among parent nodes 

according to battery status of each parent node. After 

calculating the buffer usage of each associated parent node, a 

heuristic procedure can be applied to modify memory 

architecture of parent node to reduce packet-drop in 

performance as against the normal architecture. The proposed 

scheme takes in to account remaining battery status and buffer 

usage of bottleneck parent nodes. The suggested scheme 

shows better outcomes. Load balancing optimization using 

machine learning or nature inspired algorithm is other 

challenges for the future work. 
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